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Mrs. Tepšić is the Deputy Mayor City of Dubrovnik, as well as honorary
consul to the Kingdom of Spain since 2014. She is professor of the Spanish
language, literature and Comparative literature and has more than 20 years
of experience in communication, media and marketing. In City of Dubrovnik,
Mrs. Tepšić is responsible for tourism, sustainability and culture. During her
work in past two years, City of Dubrovnik has been developing strategic, long
term project Respect the City.
The Deputy Tepšić has participated in many congresses worldwide where she
was presenting Respect the City, the project which deals with innovative integr

https://hr.linkedin.com/in/jelka-tepsic-07829351

Marketing a sustainable destination
Facing the carbon & climate challenge in tourism, incl. soft mobility

Implementation of project Respect the City

In City of Dubrovnik tourism is the most relevant sector enabling economic
development and sustainability of the area. Tourism changes the conditions of
living in many positive but also negative ways. Determined to turn Dubrovnik into a
leader in sustainable tourism in the Mediterranean area, in 2017 City of
Dubrovnik started to develop the strategic project Respect The City.
Since the significant portion of problem with over tourism is related to cruise ships
and daily visitors, City reached out to CLIA, the world's largest cruise industry trade
association. In cooperation and in common interest City managed to make
adjustments on short terms and started to work toward a long term solution which
basically means meticulous planning of cruise arrivals/departures daily, weekly
and annually. Tourist info stands, restaurant tables and illegal bookers were
removed from most critical streets and the crowds diminished immediately, mobility
of people and vehicles is improved. Dubrovnik integrated smart city solutions: web
platform predicting the number of visitors in the Old Town on a given day, smart
parking, Dubrovnik Card application for visitors, web cameras on city roads.
Action plan includes also mid and long term measures, some of mid term are
sustainable urban mobility plans and urban development studies, Dubrovnik
electric boat trams and long term plans includes urban development, new roads
and tunnel investments.
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